APPENDIX A. FULL TEXT OF VIGNETTES
Table A1 Vignettes Used in Pilot Study 1 (Longer Times Alone)

Unintentional

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (26) is a
safety inspector
and the mother of
10-month-old
baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
takes Olivia to a
"Mommy and
Me" exercise
class at a gym.
One evening in
early fall, Sandy
and Olivia finish
class and return to
their car, which is
parked in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Sandy buckles
Olivia into her car
seat (where Olivia
immediately falls
asleep), locks the
car, and walks a
few steps to the
parking machine
to pay for their
parking. On her
way back, Sandy
is hit by a car and
knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes
Sandy to the
hospital. No one
realizes that
Sandy had a child
with her, or that
Olivia is asleep in
the back of the
car. Olivia is in
the car, asleep, for
about 45 minutes
until Sandy
regains
consciousness and
alerts hospital
staff.

Emily G. (28) is
an ICU nurse and
the mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily works
the evening shift
as a nurse, and
stays home with
Cassidy during
the day. One day,
Cassidy is eating
a snack and
watching a DVD
of her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
when Emily
walks out to the
curb to get the
mail, locking the
door behind her.
While standing in
front of her
mailbox, Emily is
hit by a car and
knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes
Emily to the
hospital. No one
realizes that
Emily was caring
for a child.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly eating
her snack and
watching her
movie, for about
90 minutes until
Emily regains
consciousness and
alerts hospital
staff.

Jan D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the mother of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Jan takes
Grace to the
children's reading
time at the public
library. On one of
these trips, Jan
and Grace have
just left the
library and
returned to their
car, which is
parked in a shady
spot near the
entrance. Jan
buckles Grace
into her car seat
(where Grace
immediately
begins playing on
her iPad), and
then realizes that
they have
forgotten to return
a book. Jan locks
the car door and
walks back into
the libraray to
return the book.
On her way back,
Jan is hit by a car
and knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes Jan to
the hospital. No
one realizes that
Jan had a child
with her, or that
Grace is alone in
the car. Grace is
in the car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 1
hour until Jan
regains
consciousness and
alerts hospital
staff.

Lisa P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and takes her to a
park about a mile
from their house.
One beautiful
spring afternoon,
as Jenny and Lisa
are crossing the
street to get to the
park, Jenny runs
ahead. Behind
her, Lisa is hit by
a car and knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes Lisa
to the hospital. No
one realizes that
Lisa had a child
with her, or that
Jenny is alone in
the park. Jenny
doesn't see the
accident, but is so
busy playing in
the park that she
doesn't notice her
mother's absence.
Jenny is in the
park for about
two hours, until
Lisa regains
consciousness and
alerts hospital
staff.

Pauline N. (33) is
an accountant and
the mother of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons,
Pauline takes
Susie to karate
class after school,
and afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. One day, the
karate school is
closed. So Pauline
gives Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks.
Behind her,
Pauline is hit by a
car and knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes
Pauline to the
hospital, which is
down the street
from the karate
school. No one
realizes that
Pauline had a
child with her, or
that Susie is alone
in the cafe. Susie
doesn't see the
accident, but is so
absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 2-1/2 hours,
until Pauline
regains
consciousness and
alerts hospital
staff.

Work

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (26) is a
safety inspector
and the mother of
10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
has to do safety
checks on the
exercise
equipment at a
gym. At these
times, she leaves
Olivia with her
mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Sandy
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls
asleep as soon as
the car stops
moving. Sandy
locks the car and
goes into the gym.
Olivia is in the
car, asleep, for
about 45 minutes
until Sandy
returns.

Emily G. (28) is
an ICU nurse and
the mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily works
the evening shift
as a nurse, and
stays home with
Cassidy during
the day.
(Cassidy's dad is
home with her in
the evening.)
Every Friday
afternoon, Emily
has to leave for
work at 2:00. At
these times, she
leaves Cassidy
with a neighbor.
One Friday, the
neighbor is out of
town. So Emily
makes Cassidy a
snack, puts on a
DVD of her
favorite movie,
'Frozen,' and goes
to work, locking
the door behind
her. Cassidy is in
the house,
contentedly eating
her snack and
watching her
movie for about
90 minutes, until
her dad gets home
from work.

Jan D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the mother of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Jan goes
to the public
library to get
books to use in
teaching. On
these days, she
leaves Grace with
a babysitter. One
day, the babysitter
cancels at the last
minute. So Jan
drives to the
library with Grace
and parks in a
shady spot near
the entrance. She
gives grace her
iPad, which Grace
immedately
begins playing on.
Jan gets out of the
car, locks the door
and goes into the
library. Grace is
in the car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 1
hour until Jan
returns.

Lisa P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at a
friend's house
while Lisa
finishes her
deliveries. One
beautiful spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Lisa
drops Jenny off at
a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes to finish her
route. Jenny is so
busy playing in
the park that she
doesn't notice her
mother's absence.
Jenny is in the
park for about
two hours until
Lisa returns.

Pauline N. (33) is
an accountant and
the mother of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons,
Pauline takes
Susie to karate
class after school,
and afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie
is at karate,
Pauline goes to
her office, which
is down the street
from the karate
school, to catch
up on work. One
day, the karate
school is closed.
So Pauline gives
Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks,
while Pauline
goes to work.
Susie is so
absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 2-1/2 hours,
until her mother
returns.

Volunteer

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (26) is a
safety inspector
and the mother of
10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
volunteers at a
local gym,
helping stroke
patients learn to
walk again. At
these times, she
leaves Olivia with
her mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Sandy
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls
asleep as soon as
the car stops
moving. Sandy
locks the car and
goes into the gym.
Olivia is in the
car, asleep, for
about 45 minutes
until Sandy
returns.

Emily G. (28) is
an ICU nurse and
the mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily works
the evening shift
as a nurse, and
stays home with
Cassidy during
the day.
(Cassidy's dad is
home with her in
the evening.)
Every Friday
afternoon, Emily
volunteers at a
local clinic,
helping stroke
patients learn to
walk again. At
these times, she
leaves Cassidy
with a neighbor.
One Friday, the
neighbor is out of
town. So Emily
makes Cassidy a
snack, puts on a
DVD of her
favorite movie,
'Frozen,' and goes
to the clinic,
locking the door
behind her.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly eating
her snack and
watching her
movie for about
90 minutes, until
her dad gets home
from work.

Jan D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the mother of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Jan
volunteers at the
public library,
helping illiterate
adults learn to
read. On these
days, she leaves
Grace with a
babysitter. One
day, the babysitter
cancels at the last
minute. So Jan
drives to the
library with Grace
and parks in a
shady spot near
the entrance. She
gives grace her
iPad, which Grace
immedately
begins playing on.
Jan gets out of the
car, locks the door
and goes into the
library. Grace is
in the car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 1
hour until Jan
returns.

Lisa P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at a
friend's house
while Lisa
volunteers in a
post office charity
drive, delivering
food to
homebound
elderly people.
One beautiful
spring afternoon,
the friend is not
home. So Lisa
drops Jenny off at
a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes to make her
volunteer
deliveries. Jenny
is so busy playing
in the park that
she doesn't notice
her mother's
absence. Jenny is
in the park for
about two hours
until Lisa returns.

Pauline N. (33) is
an accountant and
the mother of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons,
Pauline takes
Susie to karate
class after school,
and afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie
is at karate,
Pauline
volunteers to read
books to patients
at a nursing home,
which is down the
street from the
karate school.
One day, the
karate school is
closed. So Pauline
gives Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks,
while Pauline
goes to do her
volunteer work.
Susie is so
absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 2-1/2 hours,
until her mother
returns.

Relax

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (26) is a
safety inspector
and the mother of
10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
goes to a cardio
fitness class at a
gym. At these
times, she leaves
Olivia with her
mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Sandy
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls
asleep as soon as
the car stops
moving. Sandy
locks the car and
goes into the gym.
Olivia is in the
car, asleep, for
about 45 minutes
until Sandy
returns.
.

Emily G. (28) is
an ICU nurse and
the mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily works
the evening shift
as a nurse, and
stays home with
Cassidy during
the day.
(Cassidy's dad is
home with her in
the evening.)
Every Friday
afternoon, Emily
goes to a yoga
class at her
favorite yoga
studio. At these
times, she leaves
Cassidy with a
neighbor. One
Friday, the
neighbor is out of
town. So Emily
makes Cassidy a
snack, puts on a
DVD of her
favorite movie,
'Frozen,' and goes
to the yoga studio,
locking the door
behind her.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly eating
her snack and
watching her
movie for about
90 minutes, until
her dad gets home
from work

Jan D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the mother of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Jan goes
to the public
library to relax,
put her feet up
and check out the
new fiction. On
these days, she
leaves Grace with
a babysitter. One
day, the babysitter
cancels at the last
minute. So Jan
drives to the
library with Grace
and parks in a
shady spot near
the entrance. She
gives grace her
iPad, which Grace
immedately
begins playing on.
Jan gets out of the
car, locks the door
and goes into the
library. Grace is
in the car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 1
hour until Jan
returns.

Lisa P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at a
friend's house
while Lisa goes
running. One
beautiful spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Lisa
drops Jenny off at
a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes running.
Jenny is so busy
playing in the
park that she
doesn't notice her
mother's absence.
Jenny is in the
park for about
two hours until
Lisa returns.

Pauline N. (33) is
an accountant and
the mother of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons,
Pauline takes
Susie to karate
class after school,
and afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie
is at karate,
Pauline goes to a
spa, which is
down the street
from the karate
school, and gets a
massage. One
day, the karate
school is closed.
So Pauline gives
Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks,
while Pauline
goes to get her
massage. Susie is
so absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 2-1/2 hours,
until her mother
returns.

Affair

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (26) is a
safety inspector
and the mother of
10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
goes to meet her
best friend's
husband (with
whom she is
having a secret
affair) in his
private office at
the gym where
he's the manager.
At these times,
she leaves Olivia
with her mom
(Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Sandy
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls
asleep as soon as
the car stops
moving. Sandy
locks the car and
goes into the gym.
Olivia is in the
car, asleep, for
about 45 minutes
until Sandy
returns.

Emily G. (28) is
an ICU nurse and
the mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily works
the evening shift
as a nurse, and
stays home with
Cassidy during
the day.
(Cassidy's dad is
home with her in
the evening.)
Every Friday
afternoon, Emily
goes to a hotel to
meet her best
friend's husband,
with whom she is
having a secret
affair. At these
times, she leaves
Cassidy with a
neighbor. One
Friday, the
neighbor is out of
town. So Emily
makes Cassidy a
snack, puts on a
DVD off her
favorite movie,
'Frozen,' and goes
to meet her lover,
locking the door
behind her.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly eating
her snack and
watching her
movie for about
90 minutes, until
her dad gets home
from work.

Jan D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the mother of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Jan goes
to meet her best
friend's husband
(with whom she is
having a secret
affair) in his
private office at
the public library
where he works.
On these days,
she leaves Grace
with a babysitter.
One day, the
babysitter cancels
at the last minute.
So Jan drives to
the library with
Grace and parks
in a shady spot
near the entrance.
She gives grace
her iPad, which
Grace
immediately
begins playing on.
Jan gets out of the
car, locks the door
and goes into the
library. Grace is
in the car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 1
hour until Jan
returns.

Lisa P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at a
friend's house
while Lisa goes to
a hotel to meet
her best friend's
husband, with
whom she is
having a secret
affair. One
beautiful spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Lisa
drops Jenny off at
a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes to meet her
lover. Jenny is so
busy playing in
the park that she
doesn't notice her
mother's absence.
Jenny is in the
park for about
two hours until
Lisa returns.

Pauline N. (33) is
an accountant and
the mother of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons,
Pauline takes
Susie to karate
class after school,
and afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie
is at karate,
Pauline goes to a
hotel which is
down the street
from the karate
school, to meet
her best friend's
husband, with
whom she is
having a secret
affair. One day,
the karate school
is closed. So
Pauline gives
Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks,
while Pauline
goes to meet her
lover. Susie is so
absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 2-1/2 hours,
until her mother
returns.

Table A2 Vignettes Used in Pilot Study 2 and Experiments 1, 4, 5 and 6 (Basic Vignettes)

Unintentional/
Accidental

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (26) is
a safety inspector
and the mother of
10-month-old
baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
takes Olivia to a
"Parent-Child"
exercise class at a
gym. One
evening in early
fall, Sandy and
Olivia finish class
and return to their
car, which is
parked in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Sandy buckles
Olivia into her
carseat (where
Olivia
immediately falls
asleep), locks the
car, and walks a
few steps to the
parking machine
to pay for their
parking. On her
way back, Sandy
is hit by a car and
knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes
Sandy to the
hospital. No one
realizes that
Sandy had a child
with her, or that
Olivia is asleep in
the back of the
car. Olivia is in
the car, asleep,
for about 10
minutes until
Sandy regains
consciousness
and alerts
hospital staff.

Emily G. (28) is
n hospital
administrator and
the mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily works
the evening shift
as a hospital
administrator,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
One day, Cassidy
is eating a snack
and watching a
DVD of her
favorite movie,
'Frozen,' when
Emily walks out
to the curb to get
the mail, locking
the door behind
her. While
standing in front
of her mailbox,
Emily is hit by a
car and knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes
Emily to the
hospital. No one
realizes that
Emily was caring
for a child.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching her
movie, for about
20 minutes until
Emily regains
consciousness
and alerts
hospital staff.

Jan D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the mother of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Jan takes
Grace to the
children's reading
time at the public
library. On one of
these trips, Jan
and Grace have
just left the
library and
returned to their
car, which is
parked in a shady
spot near the
entrance. Jan
buckles Grace
into her car seat
(where Grace
immediately
begins playing on
her iPad), and
then realizes that
they have
forgotten to
return a book. Jan
locks the car door
and walks back
into the library to
return the book.
On her way back,
Jan is hit by a car
and knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes Jan
to the hospital.
No one realizes
that Jan had a
child with her, or
that Grace is
alone in the car.
Grace is in the
car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 30
minutes until Jan
regains
consciousness
and alerts
hospital staff.

Lisa P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and takes her to a
park about a mile
from their house.
As they are
crossing the street
to get to the park,
Jenny runs ahead.
Behind her, Lisa
is hit by a car and
knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes Lisa
to the hospital.
No one realizes
that Lisa had a
child with her, or
that Jenny is
alone in the park.
Jenny doesn't see
the accident, but
is so busy playing
in the park that
she doesn't notice
her mother's
absence. Jenny is
in the park for
about 25 minutes,
until Lisa regains
consciousness
and alerts
hospital staff.

Pauline N. (33) is
an accountant and
the mother of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons,
Pauline takes
Susie to karate
class after school,
and afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. One day,
the karate school
is closed. So
Pauline gives
Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks.
Behind her,
Pauline is hit by a
car and knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes
Pauline to the
hospital, which is
down the street
from the karate
school. No one
realizes that
Pauline had a
child with her, or
that Susie is
alone in the cafe.
Susie doesn't see
the accident, but
is so absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 45 minutes,
until Pauline
regains
consciousness
and alerts
hospital staff.

Affair

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (26) is
a safety inspector
and the mother of
10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
goes to meet her
best friend's
husband (with
whom she is
having a secret
affair) in his
private office at
the gym where
he's the manager.
At these times,
she leaves Olivia
with her mom
(Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Sandy
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls
asleep as soon as
the car stops
moving. Sandy
locks the car and
goes into the
gym. Olivia is in
the car, asleep,
for about 10
minutes until
Sandy returns.

Emily G. (28) is a
hospital
administrator and
the mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily works
the evening shift
as a hospital
administrator,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
Every Friday
afternoon, Emily
goes to a hotel to
meet her best
friend's husband,
with whom she is
having a secret
affair. At these
times, she leaves
Cassidy with a
neighbor. One
Friday, the
neighbor is
running late. So
Emily makes
Cassidy a snack,
puts on a DVD
off her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
and goes to meet
her affair, locking
the door behind
her. Cassidy is in
the house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching her
movie for about
20 minutes, until
the neighbor
picks her up.

Jan D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the mother of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Jan goes
to meet her best
friend's husband
(with whom she
is having a secret
affair) in his
private office at
the public library
where he works.
On these days,
she leaves Grace
with a babysitter.
One day, the
babysitter cancels
at the last minute.
So Jan drives to
the library with
Grace and parks
in a shady spot
near the entrance.
She gives grace
her iPad, which
Grace
immediately
begins playing
on. Jan gets out
of the car, locks
the door and goes
into the library.
Grace is in the
car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 30
minutes until Jan
returns.

Lisa P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at a
friend's house
while Lisa goes
to a hotel to meet
her best friend's
husband, with
whom she is
having a secret
affair. One
beautiful spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Lisa
drops Jenny off at
a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes to meet her
affair. Jenny is so
busy playing in
the park that she
doesn't notice her
mother's absence.
Jenny is in the
park for about 25
minutes until Lisa
returns.

Pauline N. (33) is
an accountant and
the mother of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons,
Pauline takes
Susie to karate
class after school,
and afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie
is at karate,
Pauline goes to a
hotel which is
down the street
from the karate
school, to meet
her best friend's
husband, with
whom she is
having a secret
affair. One day,
the karate school
is closed. So
Pauline gives
Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks,
while Pauline
goes to meet her
affair. Susie is so
absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 45 minutes,
until her mother
returns.

Work

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (26) is
a safety inspector
and the mother of
10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
has to do safety
checks on the
exercise
equipment at a
gym. At these
times, she leaves
Olivia with her
mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Sandy
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls
asleep as soon as
the car stops
moving. Sandy
locks the car and
goes into the
gym. Olivia is in
the car, asleep,
for about 10
minutes until
Sandy returns.

Emily G. (28) is a
hospital
administrator and
the mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily works
the evening shift
as a hospital
administrator,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
Every Friday
afternoon, Emily
has to leave for
work at 2:00. At
these times, she
leaves Cassidy
with a neighbor.
One Friday, the
neighbor is
running late. . So
Emily makes
Cassidy a snack,
puts on a DVD of
her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
and goes to work,
locking the door
behind her.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching her
movie for about
20 minutes, until
the neighbor
picks her up.

Jan D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the mother of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Jan goes
to the public
library to get
books to use in
teaching. On
these days, she
leaves Grace with
a babysitter. One
day, the
babysitter cancels
at the last minute.
So Jan drives to
the library with
Grace and parks
in a shady spot
near the entrance.
She gives grace
her iPad, which
Grace
immediately
begins playing
on. Jan gets out
of the car, locks
the door and goes
into the library.
Grace is in the
car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 30
minutes until Jan
returns.

Lisa P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at a
friend's house
while Lisa
finishes her
deliveries. One
beautiful spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Lisa
drops Jenny off at
a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes to finish her
route. Jenny is so
busy playing in
the park that she
doesn't notice her
mother's absence.
Jenny is in the
park for about 25
minutes until Lisa
returns.

Pauline N. (33) is
an accountant and
the mother of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons,
Pauline takes
Susie to karate
class after school,
and afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie
is at karate,
Pauline goes to
her office, which
is down the street
from the karate
school, to catch
up on work. One
day, the karate
school is closed.
So Pauline gives
Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks,
while Pauline
goes to work.
Susie is so
absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 45 minutes,
until her mother
returns.

Relax

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (26) is
a safety inspector
and the mother of
10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
goes to a cardio
fitness class at a
gym. At these
times, she leaves
Olivia with her
mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Sandy
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls
asleep as soon as
the car stops
moving. Sandy
locks the car and
goes into the
gym. Olivia is in
the car, asleep,
for about 10
minutes until
Sandy returns.

Emily G. (28) is a
hospital
administrator and
the mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily works
the evening shift
as a hospital
administrator,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
Every Friday
afternoon, Emily
goes to a yoga
class at her
favorite yoga
studio. At these
times, she leaves
Cassidy with a
neighbor. One
Friday, the
neighbor is
running late. n.
So Emily makes
Cassidy a snack,
puts on a DVD of
her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
and goes to the
yoga studio,
locking the door
behind her.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching her
movie for about
20 minutes, until
the neighbor
picks her up.

Jan D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the mother of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Jan goes
to the public
library to relax,
put her feet up
and check out the
new fiction. On
these days, she
leaves Grace with
a babysitter. One
day, the
babysitter cancels
at the last minute.
So Jan drives to
the library with
Grace and parks
in a shady spot
near the entrance.
She gives grace
her iPad, which
Grace
immediately
begins playing
on. Jan gets out
of the car, locks
the door and goes
into the library.
Grace is in the
car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 30
minutes until Jan
returns.

Lisa P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at a
friend's house
while Lisa goes
running. One
beautiful spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Lisa
drops Jenny off at
a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes running.
Jenny is so busy
playing in the
park that she
doesn't notice her
mother's absence.
Jenny is in the
park for about 25
minutes until Lisa
returns.

Pauline N. (33) is
an accountant and
the mother of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons,
Pauline takes
Susie to karate
class after school,
and afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie
is at karate,
Pauline goes to a
spa, which is
down the street
from the karate
school, and gets a
massage. One
day, the karate
school is closed.
So Pauline gives
Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks,
while Pauline
goes to get her
massage. Susie is
so absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 45 minutes,
until her mother
returns.

Volunteer

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (26) is
a safety inspector
and the mother of
10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
volunteers at a
local gym,
helping stroke
patients learn to
walk again. At
these times, she
leaves Olivia
with her mom
(Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Sandy
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls
asleep as soon as
the car stops
moving. Sandy
locks the car and
goes into the
gym. Olivia is in
the car, asleep,
for about 10
minutes until
Sandy returns.

Emily G. (28) is a
hospital
administrator and
the mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily works
the evening shift
as a hospital
administrator,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
Every Friday
afternoon, Emily
volunteers at a
local clinic,
helping stroke
patients learn to
walk again. At
these times, she
leaves Cassidy
with a neighbor.
One Friday, the
neighbor is
running late. So
Emily makes
Cassidy a snack,
puts on a DVD of
her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
and goes to the
clinic, locking the
door behind her.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching her
movie for about
20 minutes, until
the neighbor
picks her up.

Jan D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the mother of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Jan
volunteers at the
public library,
helping illiterate
adults learn to
read. On these
days, she leaves
Grace with a
babysitter. One
day, the
babysitter cancels
at the last minute.
So Jan drives to
the library with
Grace and parks
in a shady spot
near the entrance.
She gives grace
her iPad, which
Grace
immediately
begins playing
on. Jan gets out
of the car, locks
the door and goes
into the library.
Grace is in the
car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 30
minutes until Jan
returns.

Lisa P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at a
friend's house
while Lisa
volunteers in a
post office
charity drive,
delivering food to
homebound
elderly people.
One beautiful
spring afternoon,
the friend is not
home. So Lisa
drops Jenny off at
a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes to make her
volunteer
deliveries. Jenny
is so busy playing
in the park that
she doesn't notice
her mother's
absence. Jenny is
in the park for
about 25 minutes
until Lisa returns.

Pauline N. (33) is
an accountant and
the mother of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons,
Pauline takes
Susie to karate
class after school,
and afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie
is at karate,
Pauline
volunteers to read
books to patients
at a nursing
home, which is
down the street
from the karate
school. One day,
the karate school
is closed. So
Pauline gives
Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks,
while Pauline
goes to do her
volunteer work.
Susie is so
absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 45 minutes,
until her mother
returns.

Table A3 Vignettes Used in Experiment 2 (Fathers)

Unintentional

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Paul A. (26) is a
safety inspector
and the father of
10-month-old
baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Paul
takes Olivia to a
parent-child
exercise class at a
gym. One
evening in early
fall, Paul and
Olivia finish class
and return to their
car, which is
parked in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Paul buckles
Olivia into her
carseat (where
Olivia
immediately falls
asleep), locks the
car, and walks a
few steps to the
parking machine
to pay for their
parking. On his
way back, Paul is
hit by a car and
knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes Paul
to the hospital.
No one realizes
that Paul had a
child with him, or
that Olivia is
asleep in the back
of the car. Olivia
is in the car,
asleep, for about
10 minutes until
Paul regains
consciousness
and alerts hospital
staff.

Mike G. (28) is a
hospital
administrator and
the father of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Mike works
the evening shift,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
One day, Cassidy
is eating a snack
and watching a
DVD of her
favorite movie,
'Frozen,' when
Mike walks out to
the curb to get the
mail, locking the
door behind him.
While standing in
front of his
mailbox, Mike is
hit by a car and
knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes Mike
to the hospital.
No one realizes
that Mike was
caring for a child.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching her
movie, for about
20 minutes until
Mike regains
consciousness
and alerts hospital
staff.

Steve D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the father of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Steve
takes Grace to the
children's reading
time at the public
library. On one of
these trips, Steve
and Grace have
just left the
library and
returned to their
car, which is
parked in a shady
spot near the
entrance. Steve
buckles Grace
into his car seat
(where Grace
immediately
begins playing on
her iPad), and
then realizes that
they have
forgotten to
return a book.
Steve locks the
car door and
walks back into
the libraray to
return the book.
On his way back,
Steve is hit by a
car and knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes Steve
to the hospital.
No one realizes
that Steve had a
child with him, or
that Grace is
alone in the car.
Grace is in the
car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 30
minutes until
Steve regains
consciousness
and alerts hospital
staff.

Tom P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the father of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Tom picks Jenny
up from school
and takes her to a
park about a mile
from their house.
As they are
crossing the street
to get to the park,
Jenny runs ahead.
Behind her, Tom
is hit by a car and
knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes Tom
to the hospital.
No one realizes
that Tom had a
child with him, or
that Jenny is
alone in the park.
Jenny doesn't see
the accident, but
is so busy playing
in the park that
she doesn't notice
her father's
absence. Jenny is
in the park for
about 25 minutes,
until Tom regains
consciousness
and alerts hospital
staff.

Jeff N. (33) is an
accountant and
the father of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons, Jeff
takes Susie to
karate class, and
afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. One day,
the karate school
is closed. So Jeff
gives Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks.
Behind her, Jeff
is hit by a car and
knocked
unconscious. The
driver
immediately calls
an ambulance,
which takes Jeff
to the hospital,
which is down
the street from
the karate school.
No one realizes
that Jeff had a
child with him, or
that Susie is alone
in the cafe. Susie
doesn't see the
accident, but is so
absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
father's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 45 minutes,
until Jeff regains
consciousness
and alerts hospital
staff.

Work

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Paul A. (26) is a
safety inspector
and the father of
10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Paul
has to do safety
checks on the
exercise
equipment at a
gym. At these
times, he leaves
Olivia with his
mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Paul
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls
asleep as soon as
the car stops
moving. Paul
locks the car and
goes into the
gym. Olivia is in
the car, asleep,
for about 10
minutes until Paul
returns.

Mike G. (28) is a
hospital
administrator and
the father of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Mike works
the evening shift,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
Every Friday
afternoon, Mike
has to leave for
work at 2:00. At
these times, he
leaves Cassidy
with a neighbor.
One Friday, the
neighbor is
running late. So
Mike makes
Cassidy a snack,
puts on a DVD of
her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
and goes to work,
locking the door
behind him.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching her
movie for about
20 minutes, until
the neighbor
picks her up.

Steve D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the father of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Steve
goes to the public
library to get
books to use in
teaching. On
these days, he
leaves Grace with
a babysitter. One
day, the
babysitter cancels
at the last minute.
So Steve drives to
the library with
Grace and parks
in a shady spot
near the
entrance.He gives
Grace her iPad,
which Grace
immediately
begins playing
on. Steve gets out
of the car, locks
the door and goes
into the library.
Grace is in the
car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 30
minutes until
Steve returns.

Tom P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the father of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Tom picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at a
friend's house
while Tom
finishes his
deliveries. One
beautiful spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Tom
drops Jenny off at
a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes to finish his
route. Jenny is so
busy playing in
the park that she
doesn't notice her
father's absence.
Jenny is in the
park for about 25
minutes until
Tom returns.

Jeff N. (33) is an
accountant and
the father of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons, Jeff
takes Susie to
karate class, and
afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie
is at karate, Jeff
goes to his office,
which is down
the street from
the karate school,
to catch up on
work. One day,
the karate school
is closed. So Jeff
gives Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks,
while Jeff goes to
work. Susie is so
absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
father's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 45 minutes,
until her father
returns.

Volunteer

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Paul A. (26) is a
safety inspector
and the father of
10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Paul
volunteers at a
local gym,
helping stroke
patients learn to
walk again. At
these times, he
leaves Olivia with
his mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Paul
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls
asleep as soon as
the car stops
moving. Paul
locks the car and
goes into the
gym. Olivia is in
the car, asleep,
for about 10
minutes until Paul
returns.

Mike G. (28) is a
hospital
administrator and
the father of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Mike works
the evening shift,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
Every Friday
afternoon, Mike
volunteers at a
local clinic,
helping stroke
patients learn to
walk again. At
these times, he
leaves Cassidy
with a neighbor.
One Friday, the
neighbor is
running late. So
Mike makes
Cassidy a snack,
puts on a DVD of
her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
and goes to the
clinic, locking the
door behind him.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching her
movie for about
20 minutes,until
the neighbor
picks her up.

Steve D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the father of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Steve
volunteers at the
public library,
helping illiterate
adults learn to
read. On these
days, he leaves
Grace with a
babysitter. One
day, the
babysitter cancels
at the last minute.
So Steve drives to
the library with
Grace and parks
in a shady spot
near the entrance.
He gives Grace
her iPad, which
Grace
immediately
begins playing
on. Steve gets out
of the car, locks
the door and goes
into the library.
Grace is in the
car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 30
minutes until
Steve returns.

Tom P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the father of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Tom picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at a
friend's house
while Tom
volunteers in a
post office charity
drive, delivering
food to
homebound
elderly people.
One beautiful
spring afternoon,
the friend is not
home. So Tom
drops Jenny off at
a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes to make his
volunteer
deliveries. Jenny
is so busy playing
in the park that
she doesn't notice
her father's
absence. Jenny is
in the park for
about 25 minutes
until Tom returns

Jeff N. (33) is an
accountant and
the father of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons, Jeff
takes Susie to
karate class after
school, and
afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie
is at karate, Jeff
volunteers to read
books to patients
at a nursing
home, which is
down the street
from the karate
school. One day,
the karate school
is closed. So Jeff
gives Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks,
while Jeff goes to
do his volunteer
work. Susie is so
absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
father's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 45 minutes,
until her father
returns.

Relax

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Paul A. (26) is a
safety inspector
and the father of
10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Paul
goes to a cardio
fitness class at a
gym. At these
times, he leaves
Olivia with his
mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Paul
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls
asleep as soon as
the car stops
moving. Paul
locks the car and
goes into the
gym. Olivia is in
the car, asleep,
for about 10
minutes until Paul
returns.

Mike G. (28) is a
hospital
administrator and
the father of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Mike works
the evening shift,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
Every Friday
afternoon, Mike
goes rock
climbing at his
favorite climbing
gym. At these
times, he leaves
Cassidy with a
neighbor. One
Friday, the
neighbor is
running late. So
Mike makes
Cassidy a snack,
puts on a DVD of
her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
and goes to the
climbing gym,
locking the door
behind him.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching her
movie for about
20 minutes,until
the neighbor
picks her up.

Steve D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the father of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Steve
goes to the public
library to relax,
put his feet up
and check out the
new fiction. On
these days, he
leaves Grace with
a babysitter. One
day, the
babysitter cancels
at the last minute.
So Steve drives to
the library with
Grace and parks
in a shady spot
near the entrance.
He gives Grace
her iPad, which
Grace
immediately
begins playing
on. Steve gets out
of the car, locks
the door and goes
into the library.
Grace is in the
car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 30
minutes until
Steve returns.

Tom P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the father of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Tom picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at a
friend's house
while Tom goes
running. One
beautiful spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Tom
drops Jenny off at
a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes running.
Jenny is so busy
playing in the
park that she
doesn't notice her
father's absence.
Jenny is in the
park for about 25
minutes until
Tom returns.

Jeff N. (33) is an
accountant and
the father of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons, Jeff
takes Susie to
karate class, and
afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie
is at karate, Jeff
goes to the
driving range to
hit a bucket of
balls, which is
down the street
from the karate
school. One day,
the karate school
is closed. So Jeff
gives Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks,
while Jeff goes to
get the driving
range. Susie is so
absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
father's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 45 minutes,
until her father
returns.

Affair

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Paul A. (26) is a
safety inspector
and the father of
10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday
evenings, Paul
goes to meet his
best friend's wife
(with whom he is
having a secret
affair) in her
private office at
the gym where
she's the
manager. At these
times, he leaves
Olivia with his
mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Paul
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls
asleep as soon as
the car stops
moving. Paul
locks the car and
goes into the
gym. Olivia is in
the car, asleep,
for about 10
minutes until Paul
returns.

Mike G. (28) is a
hospital
administrator and
the father of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Mike works
the evening shift,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
Every Friday
afternoon, Mike
goes to a hotel to
meet his best
friend's wife, with
whom he is
having a secret
affair. At these
times, he leaves
Cassidy with a
neighbor. One
Friday, the
neighbor is
running late. So
Mike makes
Cassidy a snack,
puts on a DVD of
her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
and goes to meet
his lover, locking
the door behind
him. Cassidy is in
the house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching her
movie for about
20 minutes, until
the neighbor
picks her up.

Steve D. (29) is a
high-school
English teacher
and the father of
Grace, age 4.
About once a
month, Steve
goes to meet his
best friend's wife
(with whom he is
having a secret
affair) in her
private office at
the public library
where she works.
On these days, he
leaves Grace with
a babysitter. One
day, the
babysitter cancels
at the last minute.
So Steve drives to
the library with
Grace and parks
in a shady spot
near the entrance.
He gives grace
her iPad, which
Grace
immediately
begins playing
on. Steve gets out
of the car, locks
the door and goes
into the library.
Grace is in the
car, happily
playing on her
iPad, for about 30
minutes until
Steve returns.

Tom P. (31) is a
postal worker and
the father of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Tom picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at a
friend's house
while Tom goes
to a hotel to meet
his best friend's
wife, with whom
he is having a
secret affair. One
beautiful spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Tom
drops Jenny off at
a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes to meet his
lover. Jenny is so
busy playing in
the park that she
doesn't notice her
father's absence.
Jenny is in the
park for about 25
minutes until
Tom returns.

Jeff N. (33) is an
accountant and
the father of
Susie, age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons, Jeff
takes Susie to
karate class, and
afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie
is at karate, Jeff
goes to a hotel
which is down
the street from
the karate school,
to meet his best
friend's wife, with
whom he is
having a secret
affair. One day,
the karate school
is closed. So Jeff
gives Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into
the Starbucks,
while Jeff goes to
meet his lover.
Susie is so
absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
father's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for
about 45 minutes,
until her father
returns.

Table A4 Vignettes Used in Experiment 3 (Younger Mothers)

Unintentional

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (16)
works at a gym,
cleaning equipment,
the locker rooms
etc., and is the
mother of 10month-old baby
Olivia. On Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
takes Olivia to a
"Parent-Child"
exercise class at her
gym. One evening
in early fall, Sandy
and Olivia finish
class and return to
their car, which is
parked in the gym's
cool underground
parking garage.
Sandy buckles
Olivia into her
carseat (where
Olivia immediately
falls asleep), locks
the car, and walks a
few steps to the
parking machine to
pay for their
parking. On her way
back, Sandy is hit
by a car and
knocked
unconscious. The
driver immediately
calls an ambulance,
which takes Sandy
to the hospital. No
one realizes that
Sandy had a child
with her, or that
Olivia is asleep in
the back of the car.
Olivia is in the car,
asleep, for about 10
minutes until Sandy
regains
consciousness and
alerts hospital staff.

Emily G. (18) is
an orderly at a
hospital and the
mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily
works the
evening shift,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
One day,
Cassidy is eating
a snack and
watching a DVD
of her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
when Emily
walks out to the
curb to get the
mail, locking the
door behind her.
While standing
in front of her
mailbox, Emily
is hit by a car
and knocked
unconscious.
The driver
immediately
calls an
ambulance,
which takes
Emily to the
hospital. No one
realizes that
Emily was
caring for a
child. Cassidy is
in the house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching
her movie, for
about 20
minutes until
Emily regains
consciousness
and alerts
hospital staff.

Jan D. (19) is a
community college
student and is the
mother of Grace,
age 4. About once a
month, Jan takes
Grace to the
children's reading
time at the public
library. On one of
these trips, Jan and
Grace have just left
the library and
returned to their
car, which is parked
in a shady spot near
the entrance. Jan
buckles Grace into
her car seat (where
Grace immediately
begins playing on
her iPad), and then
realizes that they
have forgotten to
return a book. Jan
locks the car door
and walks back into
the library to return
the book. On her
way back, Jan is hit
by a car and
knocked
unconscious. The
driver immediately
calls an ambulance,
which takes Jan to
the hospital. No one
realizes that Jan had
a child with her, or
that Grace is alone
in the car. Grace is
in the car, happily
playing on her iPad,
for about 30
minutes until Jan
regains
consciousness and
alerts hospital staff.

Lisa P. (21)
works at
McDonalds and
is the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and takes her to
a park about a
mile from their
house. As they
are crossing the
street to get to
the park, Jenny
runs ahead.
Behind her, Lisa
is hit by a car
and knocked
unconscious.
The driver
immediately
calls an
ambulance,
which takes Lisa
to the hospital.
No one realizes
that Lisa had a
child with her,
or that Jenny is
alone in the
park. Jenny
doesn't see the
accident, but is
so busy playing
in the park that
she doesn't
notice her
mother's
absence. Jenny
is in the park for
about 25
minutes, until
Lisa regains
consciousness
and alerts
hospital staff.

Pauline N. (23) is a
telemarketer and
the mother of Susie,
age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons, Pauline
takes Susie to
karate class after
school, and
afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. One day, the
karate school is
closed. So Pauline
gives Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into the
Starbucks. Behind
her, Pauline is hit
by a car and
knocked
unconscious. The
driver immediately
calls an ambulance,
which takes Pauline
to the hospital,
which is down the
street from the
karate school. No
one realizes that
Pauline had a child
with her, or that
Susie is alone in the
cafe. Susie doesn't
see the accident,
but is so absorbed
in reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for about
45 minutes, until
Pauline regains
consciousness and
alerts hospital staff.

Work

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (16)
works at a gym,
cleaning equipment,
the locker rooms
etc.,and is the
mother of 10month-old Baby
Olivia. On
Tuesdays Sandy
works the evening
shift. At these
times, she leaves
Olivia with her
mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Sandy
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls asleep
as soon as the car
stops moving.
Sandy locks the car
and goes into the
gym. Olivia is in the
car, asleep, for
about 10 minutes
until Sandy returns.

Emily G. (18) is
an orderly at a
hospital and the
mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily
works the
evening shift,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
Every Friday
afternoon, Emily
has to leave for
work at 2:00
pm. At these
times, she leaves
Cassidy with a
neighbor. One
Friday, the
neighbor is
running late. So
Emily makes
Cassidy a snack,
puts on a DVD
of her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
and goes to
work, locking
the door behind
her. Cassidy is
in the house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching
her movie for
about 20
minutes, until
the neighbor
picks her up.

Jan D. (19) is a
community college
student and is the
mother of Grace,
age 4. About once a
month, Jan goes to
the public library
where one of her
classes is held. On
these days, she
leaves Grace with a
babysitter. One day,
the babysitter
cancels at the last
minute. So Jan
drives to the library
with Grace and
parks in a shady
spot near the
entrance. She gives
grace her iPad,
which Grace
immediately begins
playing on. Jan gets
out of the car, locks
the door and goes
into the library.
Grace is in the car,
happily playing on
her iPad, for about
30 minutes until Jan
returns.

Lisa P. (21)
works at
Mcdonalds and
is the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at
a friend's house
while Lisa
finishes her
shift. One
beautiful spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Lisa
drops Jenny off
at a park about a
mile from her
work, and then
goes to finish
her shift. Jenny
is so busy
playing in the
park that she
doesn't notice
her mother's
absence. Jenny
is in the park for
about 25
minutes until
Lisa returns.

Pauline N. (23) is a
telemarketer and
the mother of Susie,
age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons, Pauline
takes Susie to
karate class after
school, and
afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie is
at karate, Pauline
goes to her office,
which is down the
street from the
karate school, to
catch up on work.
One day, the karate
school is closed. So
Pauline gives Susie
some money, and
Susie runs ahead
into the Starbucks,
while Pauline goes
to work. Susie is so
absorbed in reading
"The Hunger
Games" and eating
her snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for about
45 minutes, until
her mother returns.

Volunteer

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (16)
works at a gym,
cleaning equipment,
the locker rooms
etc., and the mother
of 10-month-old
Baby Olivia. On
Tuesday evenings,
Sandy volunteers at
a local gym, helping
stroke patients learn
to walk again. At
these times, she
leaves Olivia with
her mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Sandy
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls asleep
as soon as the car
stops moving.
Sandy locks the car
and goes into the
gym. Olivia is in the
car, asleep, for
about 10 minutes
until Sandy returns.

Emily G. (18) is
an orderly at a
hospital and the
mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily
works the
evening shift,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
Every Friday
afternoon, Emily
volunteers at a
local clinic,
helping stroke
patients learn to
walk again. At
these times, she
leaves Cassidy
with a neighbor.
One Friday, the
neighbor is
running late. So
Emily makes
Cassidy a snack,
puts on a DVD
of her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
and goes to the
clinic, locking
the door behind
her. Cassidy is
in the house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching
her movie for
about 20
minutes,until the
neighbor picks
her up.

Jan D. (19)
community college
student and the
mother of Grace,
age 4. About once a
month, Jan
volunteers at the
public library,
helping illiterate
adults learn to read.
On these days, she
leaves Grace with a
babysitter. One day,
the babysitter
cancels at the last
minute. So Jan
drives to the library
with Grace and
parks in a shady
spot near the
entrance. She gives
grace her iPad,
which Grace
immediately begins
playing on. Jan gets
out of the car, locks
the door and goes
into the library.
Grace is in the car,
happily playing on
her iPad, for about
30 minutes until Jan
returns.

Lisa P. (21)
works at
McDonalds and
is the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at
a friend's house
while Lisa
volunteers in a
post office
charity drive,
delivering food
to homebound
elderly people.
One beautiful
spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Lisa
drops Jenny off
at a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes to make her
volunteer
deliveries. Jenny
is so busy
playing in the
park that she
doesn't notice
her mother's
absence. Jenny
is in the park for
about 25
minutes until
Lisa returns.

Pauline N. (23) is a
telemarketer and
the mother of Susie,
age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons, Pauline
takes Susie to
karate class after
school, and
afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie is
at karate, Pauline
volunteers to read
books to patients at
a nursing home,
which is down the
street from the
karate school. One
day, the karate
school is closed. So
Pauline gives Susie
some money, and
Susie runs ahead
into the Starbucks,
while Pauline goes
to do her volunteer
work. Susie is so
absorbed in reading
"The Hunger
Games" and eating
her snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for about
45 minutes, until
her mother returns.

Relax

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (16)
works at a gym,
cleaning equipment,
the locker rooms
etc., and is the
mother of 10month-old Baby
Olivia. On Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
goes to a cardio
fitness class at her
gym. At these
times, she leaves
Olivia with her
mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Sandy
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls asleep
as soon as the car
stops moving.
Sandy locks the car
and goes into the
gym. Olivia is in the
car, asleep, for
about 10 minutes
until Sandy returns.

Emily G. (18) is
an orderly at a
hospital and the
mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily
works the
evening shift,
and stays home
with Cassidy
during the day.
Every Friday
afternoon, Emily
goes to a yoga
class at her
favorite yoga
studio. At these
times, she leaves
Cassidy with a
neighbor. One
Friday, the
neighbor is
running late. So
Emily makes
Cassidy a snack,
puts on a DVD
of her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
and goes to the
yoga studio,
locking the door
behind her.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching
her movie for
about 20
minutes,until the
neighbor picks
her up.

Jan D. (19) is a
community college
student and is the
mother of Grace,
age 4. About once a
month, Jan goes to
the public library to
relax, put her feet
up and check out
the new fiction. On
these days, she
leaves Grace with a
babysitter. One day,
the babysitter
cancels at the last
minute. So Jan
drives to the library
with Grace and
parks in a shady
spot near the
entrance. She gives
grace her iPad,
which Grace
immediately begins
playing on. Jan gets
out of the car, locks
the door and goes
into the library.
Grace is in the car,
happily playing on
her iPad, for about
30 minutes until Jan
returns.

Lisa P. (21)
works at
McDonalds and
is the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at
a friend's house
while Lisa goes
running. One
beautiful spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Lisa
drops Jenny off
at a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes running.
Jenny is so busy
playing in the
park that she
doesn't notice
her mother's
absence. Jenny
is in the park for
about 25
minutes until
Lisa returns.

Pauline N. (23) is a
telemarketer and
the mother of Susie,
age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons, Pauline
takes Susie to
karate class after
school, and
afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie is
at karate, Pauline
goes to a spa, which
is down the street
from the karate
school, and gets a
massage. One day,
the karate school is
closed. So Pauline
gives Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into the
Starbucks, while
Pauline goes to get
her massage. Susie
is so absorbed in
reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for about
45 minutes, until
her mother returns.

Affair

10-month-old

2-year-old

4-year-old

6-year-old

8-year-old

Sandy A. (16)
works at a gym,
cleaning equipment,
the locker rooms
etc.,, and is the
mother of 10month-old Baby
Olivia. On Tuesday
evenings, Sandy
goes to meet her
best friend's
husband (with
whom she is having
a secret affair) in his
private office at the
gym where he's the
manager. At these
times, she leaves
Olivia with her
mom (Olivia's
grandma). One
evening in early
fall, Olivia's
grandma is out of
town. So Sandy
drives to the gym
and parks in the
gym's cool
underground
parking garage.
Olivia, who is
buckled into her
carseat, falls asleep
as soon as the car
stops moving.
Sandy locks the car
and goes into the
gym. Olivia is in the
car, asleep, for
about 10 minutes
until Sandy returns.

Emily G. (18) is
an orderly at a
hospital and the
mother of
Cassidy, age 21/2. Emily
works the
evening shift as
a orderly, and
stays home with
Cassidy during
the day. Every
Friday
afternoon, Emily
goes to a hotel
to meet her best
friend's husband,
with whom she
is having a
secret affair. At
these times, she
leaves Cassidy
with a neighbor.
One Friday, the
neighbor is
running late. So
Emily makes
Cassidy a snack,
puts on a DVD
off her favorite
movie, 'Frozen,'
and goes to meet
her lover,
locking the door
behind her.
Cassidy is in the
house,
contentedly
eating her snack
and watching
her movie for
about 20
minutes, until
the neighbor
picks her up.

Jan D. (19) is a
community college
student and is the
mother of Grace,
age 4. About once a
month, Jan goes to
meet her best
friend's husband
(with whom she is
having a secret
affair) in his private
office at the public
library where he
works. On these
days, she leaves
Grace with a
babysitter. One day,
the babysitter
cancels at the last
minute. So Jan
drives to the library
with Grace and
parks in a shady
spot near the
entrance. She gives
grace her iPad,
which Grace
immediately begins
playing on. Jan gets
out of the car, locks
the door and goes
into the library.
Grace is in the car,
happily playing on
her iPad, for about
30 minutes until Jan
returns.

Lisa P. (21)
works at
McDonalds and
is the mother of
Jenny, age 6.
Most afternoons,
Lisa picks Jenny
up from school
and drops her at
a friend's house
while Lisa goes
to a hotel to
meet her best
friend's husband,
with whom she
is having a
secret affair.
One beautiful
spring
afternoon, the
friend is not
home. So Lisa
drops Jenny off
at a park about a
mile from their
house, and then
goes to meet her
lover. Jenny is
so busy playing
in the park that
she doesn't
notice her
mother's
absence. Jenny
is in the park for
about 25
minutes until
Lisa returns.

Pauline N. (23) is a
telemarketer and
the mother of Susie,
age 8. On
Wednesday and
Saturday
afternoons, Pauline
takes Susie to
karate class after
school, and
afterward to
Starbucks for a
treat. While Susie is
at karate, Pauline
goes to a hotel
which is down the
street from the
karate school, to
meet her best
friend's husband,
with whom she is
having a secret
affair. One day, the
karate school is
closed. So Pauline
gives Susie some
money, and Susie
runs ahead into the
Starbucks, while
Pauline goes to
meet her lover.
Susie is so absorbed
in reading "The
Hunger Games"
and eating her
snacks that she
barely notices her
mother's absence.
Susie is in the
Starbucks for about
45 minutes, until
her mother returns.

